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The Complete Hits Collection; 1973-1997 (Limited Edition) [4 CDs]. 2001 Illustrations by Linda Johnson. Runcorn Publishing Books, 2007 A masterpiece
that never gets old Publisher: Dutton Sons, 2004 Series: Owners Series ISBN 978-0-533-20314-9 The author has more than 200 concerts around the world.
In her collection, she collected almost all the records from the past forty years. This is the first mass practice in the history of the United States to compose
complete concert programs. All issues in this series are available online. Moreover, albums are sold in all countries of the world. In 2007, the publishing
house released a separate book dedicated to the author's work. This album is a unique collection of the best songs written by Louis Armstrong and his wife.
It includes songs he recorded with the Voodoo Children from 1965-68 while working for Universal Productions as the creator and producer of the hits
"The Blue Album", "Let's Go Crazy" and "Talkin' To The Hills Of Georgia. It is also the most complete and comprehensive history of his career. What did
Armstrong and Bono from Pink Floyd and other famous musicians sing about? What do they think you need to know about the lives of great musicians?
The seventh compilation of hit albums, consisting of all releases (in chronological order) of the Owner Series, in the first year since the last album was
released in 2003. Golf, cars, illegal deals, murder, scandals and trips. There are 25 albums in total. The legend of world music, the "king of pop" and an
unsurpassed performer, whose musical compositions, to this day, are listened to with pleasure by the legendary pop art group "Pistols". Each song is a great
joke, an unforgettable drama, a great melody or a great dramatic number. Worthy of the widest distribution. With access to all publishing companies, Golf
Publishers was forced to limit the circulation of this unique collection of singles and albums! Linda Outer The Combine Projections Collections
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